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Abstract
We consider electrical networks containing linear ele-
ments, independent voltage/current sources and ideal
diodes. As a test of model validity, we have shown
the well-posedness (in the sense of existence and
uniquness of solutions) of such network models under
a condition on the zero structure at inﬁnity of the un-
derlying linear system. It is also shown that this con-
dition is implied by passivity. As an additional result,
the set of initials states for which the corresponding
solution trajectory is impulse-free is explicitly char-
acterized.
1 Introduction
The appropriateness of a proposed mathematical
model for a given physical system can be tested in
various ways. A very basic test is the following: if
the physical system that is being modeled is deter-
ministic in the sense that it shows identical behavior
under identical circumstances, then the mathematical
model should have the same property. Model valid-
ity would be put into serious doubt if it would turn
out that the equations of the mathematical model al-
low multiple solutions for some initial data. With any
model formulation for a deterministic physical system
it is therefore important to establish well-posedness of
the model, i.e., existence and uniqueness of solutions
for feasible initial conditions.
This paper considers the well-posedness of models
for electrical networks with diodes. In the engineering
literature, mathematical models that make use of the
ideal diode characteristic are routinely used for such
networks. Remarkably enough, it seems that the well-
posedness of such models has not been rigorously es-
tablished before. Although general results from the
theory of ordinary differential equations may be used
to establish well-posedness of network models con-
taining elements with Lipschitzian characteristics (see
for instance [13]) or in special cases even for non-
Lipschitzian characteristics (see for instance [3, 8]),
such results do not cover the ideal diode character-
istic since it cannot be reformulated as a current or
voltage-controlled resistor. Neither does it seem pos-
sible to derive general well-posedness results for net-
work models with ideal diodes from the theory of dif-
ferential equations with discontinuous righthand sides
[4], which in network terminology is concerned with
models involving ideal relay elements. The theory
that we develop below will be based on the theory of
complementarity systems that has been worked out in
a series of recent papers [5–7,10,11]; see also [12].
It is easy to come up with examples of mathe-
matical models involving ideal diode characteristics
(which are equivalent to complementarity conditions)
that are not well-posed; see for instance [10]. There-
fore, some restrictions need to be imposed. In this pa-
per we consider network models that contain only lin-
ear elements besides the ideal diodes. We will study
this class of models in the more general setting of
complementarity conditions coupled to linear dynam-
ical systems with a special zero structure at inﬁnity.
Some might say that it is “intuitively clear” that such
network models are well-posed; nevertheless, ideal
diodes are only approximations to real diodes and so
the fact that actual networks with diodes behave de-
terministically does not make it evident that the cor-
responding mathematical models with idealized ele-
ments have unique solutions. Rather, as argued above,
one should consider well-posedness as a test of model
validity.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
ﬁrst of all develop a precise notion of solution for a
network model with ideal diode elements. Some el-
ements of the theory of distributions will be used in
order to allow for possible jump solutions. Then in
Section 3 we brieﬂy discuss the linear complemen-
tarity problem (LCP) of mathematical programming
that plays an important role in our development. The
main results follow in Section 4. We present a general
well-posedness result for linear passive lumped net-
works with ideal diodes. We also discuss the nature
of solutions; in particular we show that a jump may
only occur at the initial time instant and we character-
ize the set of initial conditions that give rise to jumps.
The paper will be closed by conclusions in Section 5
and proofs in Section 6.
Throughout the paper, R denotes the set of real
numbers, R+ nonnegative real numbers, C complex
numbers, R(s) the ﬁeld of real rational function in the
variable s. All inequalities concerning vectors must
be understood componentwise. For any integer m, m
denotes the set f1;2;:::;mg. For an index set K 
m, Kc and jKj denote the set m n K and the number
of elemnets of K, respectively. For any A 2 Rnxm,
J  n, and K  m, AJK denotes the submatrix
fAijgj2J;k2K. If J = n (K = m), we also write
AK (AJ). dim(U) denotes the dimension of the lin-
ear space U. The orthogonal space of U  Rn is de-
noted by U? := fv 2 Rn j v>u = 0 for all u 2 Ug.
Given a mapping A : U ! V, we denote the image of
A by imA := fv 2 V j v = Au for some u 2 Ug and
the kernel of A by ker A := fu 2 U j Au = 0g. AjW
will denote the restriction of A to W  U. For any
two real vectors v and w, we write v ? w if v>w = 0.
2 Linear Complementarity Systems
Throughout the paper, we consider linear networks
with ideal diodes at each port. A standing assumption
will be the following.
Assumption 2.1 The linear network admits a state
space representation of the form
˙ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
where x(t) 2 Rn, u(t) 2 Rm, y(t) 2 Rm, w(t) 2
Rp, and A, B, C, D and E are matrices with appro-
priate sizes. Here each (uk;yk) pair belongs to the
set f(vk;ik);(ik;vk)g where vk and ik denote the
voltage and the current of the diode coupled to kth
port, and w represents the independent voltage and/or
current sources contained in the network.
By taking into account the characteristics of the
ideal diodes as shown in Figure 2, the overall system
can be described as a linear complementarity system
of the form
˙ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gw(t) (1a)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) (1b)
0  u(t) ? y(t)  0: (1c)
We denote the above system by LCS(A;B;C;D;E).
For the previous study on this class of systems, the
reader is refered to [5–7,10,11]. From a hybrid system
point of view, one can distinguish 2m modes (or cir-
cuit topologies as it is sometimes called in circuit the-
ory) depending on whether the diodes are conducting
or blocking. Every index set K  m determines one
of these modes by imposing the constraints yK = 0
and uKc = 0. Associated to each mode K, there are
a linear dynamics given by
˙ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t)
yK(t) = 0; uKc(t) = 0
and a set called invariants given by
yKc(t)  0; uK(t)  0: (3a)
Starting at a given mode, the system trajectories must
obey the dynamics corresponding to this mode as long
as they belong to the invariant set, i.e., satisfy the in-
equalities (3). Time instants at which the state vari-
ables tend to leave the invariant set are called event
times. Whenever an event occurs, another mode will
become active depending on the state variables and
the values of the voltage/current sources at the event
time. Before giving a precise deﬁnition of the solu-
tion concept, we illustrate the above features of the
systems under consideration in the following exam-
ple.
Example 2.2 Consider the linear RLC circuit (with
R = 1 Ohm, L = 1 Henry and C = 1 Farad) cou-
pled to two ideal diodes as shown in Figure 1. By
choosing the voltage across the capacitor and the cur-
rent through the inductor as the state variables and by
taking into account the ideal diode characteristic de-
picted in Figure 2, the governing equations of the net-
work can be given by
d
dtvC = iL  u1 + u2
d
dtiL = vC  iL  u2
y1 = vC; y2 = vC + iL + u2
0  u ? y  0
where uk and yk denote iDk and vDk, respectively
for k = 1;2.D1 D2 C L
R




Figure 2: Ideal diode characteristic
The phase diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig-
ure 3. We investigate the behaviour of the network for
two initial conditions, namely for (vC(0);iL(0)) =
(e;1) and (vC(0);iL(0)) = (1;1).
 Case 1: (vC(0);iL(0)) = (e;1)
Thestatetrajectoriescanbecomputedfortheini-
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2 (t  1))]:
 Case 2: (vC(0);iL(0)) = (1;1)
The solution complying with the circuit can be
given by
vC(t) = 0; iL(t) = et; iD1(t) =  + et;
vD1(t) = 0; iD2(t) = 0; vD2(t) = et
where  denotes the Dirac impulse. The physi-
cal interpretation of the jump in the variable vC
is that there is an instantaneous discharge of the
capacitor.













indicates the jump in v
C
Figure 3: Phase diagram of the system given in Ex-
ample 2.2
Example 2.2 indicates that the trajectories of the
system are made of the concatenations of some tra-
jectories produced by some linear systems as already
expected due to the hybrid features of the system
and also that the trajectories must incorporate Dirac
impulses in order to capture the inconsistent initial
states. Next, we recall the notion of initial solu-
tion which will serve as the ‘atomic’ element of the
(global) solution concept. To do so, we need to in-
troduce so-called Bohl distributions. A function v :
R+ ! R is said to be a Bohl function if it has a ratio-
nal Laplace transform. The set of all such functions
is denoted by B. In a similar fashion, a distribution
v is said to be a Bohl distribution if it is of the form
v = vimp + vreg where the impulsive part vimp = v0
for some v0 2 R and the regular part vreg belongs to
B. The set of all such distributions is denoted by BD.
BD can be viewed as the direct sum of the spaces R
and B. We say that v 2 BD is initially nonnegative
if its Laplace transform ˆ v(s) satisﬁes ˆ v()  0 for all
sufﬁciently large  2 R. It is known (see [5]) that
v = v0 + vreg is initially nonnegative if and only if
(v0 > 0) or (v0 = 0 and there exists  > 0 such that
vreg(t)  0 for t 2 [0;)) .
Deﬁnition 2.3 The triple (u;x;y) 2 BD
m+n+m is
an initial solution of LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the in-
put w 2 B and the initial state x0 if there exists an
index set K  m such that
˙ x = Ax + Bu + Ew + x0
y = Cx + Du
yK = 0; uKc = 0
hold in the distributional sense, and u and y are ini-tially nonnegative.
To deﬁne the global solution concept, we need to
introduce the space of piecewise Bohl distributions
which are the solution candidates for linear comple-
mentarity systems. The notation vjΩ denotes the re-
striction of the function v to the set Ω. A function
v : R+ ! R is said to be a piecewise Bohl function if
for each t 2 R+ there exist an  > 0and a w 2 B such
that vj[t;t+) = wj[0;). The set of all such functions
is denoted by PB. The set PBB consists of all PB-
functions bounded on every compact set. In a similar
fashion to Bohl distributions, a distribution v is said
to be a piecewise Bohl distribution if it is of the form
v = vimp + vreg where the impulsive part vimp = v0
for some v0 2 R and the regular part vreg belongs to
PB. The set of all such distributions is denoted by
PBD.
Deﬁnition 2.4 The triple (u;x;y) 2 PBD
m+n+m is
a (global) solution of LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the in-
put w 2 PBB
p and the initial state x0 if the following
conditions hold.
1. There exists an initial solution (¯ u; ¯ x; ¯ y) such that
(uimp;ximp;yimp) = (¯ uimp; ¯ ximp; ¯ yimp):
2. The equations
˙ x = Ax + Bu + Ew + x0
y = Cx + Du
hold in the distributional sense.
3. For all t 2 R+,
0  ureg(t) ? yreg(t)  0:
We say that the solution (u;x;y) is impulse-free
whenever uimp = 0, i.e., there is no impulsive part.
The ﬁrst item in the Deﬁnition 2.4 imposes a re-
lation between the impulsive part and the rest of the
solution. In the following example, we illustrate the
necessity of such a connection.
Example 2.5 [1] Consider the simple circuit shown
in Figure 4. By denoting the voltage across the capac-
itor and the diode by vc and vd, respectively and the
current through the diode by id, one can obtain the
circuit equations as follows:
˙ vc = id; vd = vc
0  vd ? id  0:
They can be rewritten in the form of a linear comple-
mentarity system
˙ x = u; y = x (4a)
0  u ? y  0 (4b)
with the deﬁnitions u = id, x = vc, and y = vd.
For the initial state x0 = 1, the triple (u;x;y) =
(a;a  1;a  1) with a  1 satisﬁes the last two
items of the Deﬁnition 2.4. However, (a;a1;a1)
is only a solution for initial state x0 = 1, if a = 1,
since this is the only solution complying with the cir-
cuit from a physical point of view. Its interpretation
is that there is an instantaneous discharge of the ca-
pacitor. Note that (u;x;y) = (;0;0) is indeed the
unique initial solution and hence due to item 1 of Def-
inition 2.4, the only allowed global solution.
D C
Figure 4: Circuit illustrating the need for Deﬁnition
2.4 item 1
3 Linear Complementarity Problem
(LCP)
We brieﬂy recall the linear complementarity problem
of mathematical programming. For an extensive sur-
vey on the problem, the reader is referred to [2].
Problem 3.1 (LCP(q;M)) Given q 2 Rm and M 2
Rmxm, ﬁnd z 2 Rm such that
0  z ? q + Mz  0 (5)
We say that z solves LCP(q;M) if z satisﬁes (5). The
set of all solutions of LCP(q;M) will be denoted by
SOL(q;M). In general, SOL(q;M) may be empty
set. K(M) denotes the set fq j SOL(q;M) 6= ;g. It
is easy to see that Rm
+  K(M) for all M 2 Rmxm.
Next, we deﬁne some matrix clases used in the se-
quel.
Deﬁnition 3.2 A matrix M 2 Rmxm is called
 nondegenerate if all its principal matrices are
nonsingular.
 a P-matrix if all its principal minors are positive.
 positive (nonnegative) deﬁnite if x>Mx > 0 (
0) for all 0 6= x 2 Rm. copositive if x>Mx  0 for all x  0.
 copositive-plus if it is copositive and the follow-
ing implication holds:
x>Mx = 0 and x  0 ) (M + M>)x = 0:
For a given nonempty set S, we say that the set
fv j v>w  0 for all w 2 Sg is the dual cone of S. It
is denoted by S. The next lemma states some of the
standard results on the above deﬁned matrix classes.
Lemma 3.3 Let M 2 Rmxm be given. The following
statements hold.
1. LCP(q;M) has a unique solution for all q 2 Rm
if and only if M is a P-matrix.
2. If M is copositive-plus then K(M) =
(SOL(0;M)).
The proofs of items 1 and 2 can be found in [2,
Theorem 3.7.7 and Corollary 3.8.10].
4 Main Results
Wewilloftenusethefollowinglowindexassumption.
Assumption 4.1 The matrix triple (B;C;D) 
Rnxm  Rmxn  Rmxm is such that D + 1CB
is a P-matrix for all sufﬁciently large  2 R and for
each index set K  m
im DKK  CKBK (ker DKK) = RjKj: (6)
In the paper, we will show that for each K  m
s1(DKK + s1CKBK)1 is proper under the
above assumption. It can be also shown that if
DKK + s1CKBK is invertible as a rational ma-
trix and s1(DKK + s1CKBK)1 is proper then
(6) holds.
The main result of the present paper is as follows.
Theorem 4.2 Consider a linear network such that
Assumption 2.1 holds. Let (A;B;C;D;E) be a state-
space representation of the network as in (1). Sup-
pose that (B;C;D) satisﬁes Assumption 4.1. Then,
for each x0 2 Rn and for each w 2 PBB
p, there ex-
ists a unique global solution of LCS(A;B;C;D;E)
for the input w and the initial state x0. Moreover, the
solutionwithinitialstatex0 isimpulse-freeifandonly
if Cx0 2 K(D).
As a consequence of the above theorem, we have
the following result on linear passive networks with
ideal diodes. Note that Assumption 4.1 is obviously
weaker than passivity property since it does not de-
pend on A.
Corollary 4.3 Consider a linear network such that
Assumption 2.1 holds. Let (A;B;C;D;E) be a state-
space representation of the network as in (1). Sup-
pose that (A;B;C) is minimal, B is of full col-
umn rank, and (A;B;C;D) is passive (in the sense
of [14]). Then, for each x0 2 Rn and for each
w 2 PBB
p, there exists a unique global solution of
LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input w and the initial
state x0. Moreover, the solution with initial state x0
is impulse-free if and only if Cx0 2 (SOL(0;D)).
Consider the network shown in Example 2.2. It can




























is a state-space representation as in Assumption 2.1.
It can be easily veriﬁed that (A;B;C) is minimal and
B is of full column rank. Obviously, the network is
passive. Hence, Corollary 4.3 implies the existence
and uniqueness of solutions of the network. Note that
SOL(0;D) = fz j z1  0 and z2 = 0g. Then,
(SOL(0;D)) = fz j z1  0g. It follows that the so-
lution with (vC(0);iL(0)) is impulse-free if and only
if vC(0)  0 as already depicted in Figure 3.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we showed that a class of models for
electrical networks with diodes passes the validity test
of well-posedness. The used network models consist
of linear passive elements (e.g. resistors, inductors,
capacitors, etc.), independent voltage/current sources
and ideal diodes. As a consequence, the model de-
scriptions fall within the realm of linear complemen-
tarity systems with external inputs, which form a sub-
class of discontinuous dynamical systems with both
discrete and continuous characteristics. Using this
framework, we were able to prove the existence and
uniqueness of solution trajectories under a condition
on the zero structure of the underlying state space de-
scription. Since this condition is implied by passivity,
the well-posedness of the network models was estab-
lished. As an additional result we gave an explicit
characterization of the consistent states for the net-
work model, i.e., the initial states for which the corre-
sponding solution trajectory is impulse-free.
This line of work is currently continued by inves-
tigating possible relaxations of the conditions used
here. Moreover, we are interested in the numerical
simulation of electrical networks by so-called time-
stepping methods. For instance, in [1] we proved theconsistency – in the sense of convergence of the ap-
proximations to the real transient solution – of a time-
steppingmethodbasedonthebackwardEulerintegra-
tion routine, when applied to linear passive electrical
circuits with ideal diodes.
6 Proofs
Towards the proof of the main results, we begin with
several technical lemmas on LCP. In the sequel, for







Lemma 6.1 Assume that M 2 Rnxn is a P-matrix.
Let zi be the unique solution of LCP(qi;M) for i =
1;2. Then, we have
kz1  z2k  d(M)kq1  q2k:
Proof It is known that the mapping q 7! z where z
is the unique solution of LCP(q;M) is a piecewise
function on some ﬁnite number of convex polyhedral
cones PJ for J  n as given in [2, Proposition
1.4.6]. Besides, q 2 PJ implies that the solution z
of the LCP(q;M) is of the form zJ = M
1
JJ qJ and
zJc = 0. Since the line segment [q1;q2] lies in only a
ﬁnite number of these cones (at most 2n), we get the
desired inequality. 
The following two lemmas will play quite an im-
portant role in the proof of the main results.
Lemma 6.2 Let M, N 2 Rnxn be given. Suppose
that
im N  M(ker N) = Rn:
Then, the following statements hold.
1. N +s1M is invertible as a rational matrix and
s1(N + s1M)1 is proper.











are both nonsingular and QN = 0.
Proof 1: Let Q 2 Rnxq be such that NQ = 0 and
ker Q = f0g. Take any P 2 Rnx(nq) such that 
P Q

is nonsingular. Then, im P  im Q = Rn.
This implies that imNP = imN because N(imQ) =
f0g. Since
im N  M(ker N) = Rn;
we get





is nonsingular. On the
























is nonsingular, the ﬁrst term of
the left hand side is biproper, i. e., it is proper, invert-
ible as a rational matrix and its inverse is also proper.
It follows that (N + s1M) is invertible as a rational
matrix and s1(N + s1M) is proper.
2: Let Q 2 Rqxn be such that im Q> = ker N>
and ker Q> = f0g. Clearly,
ker Q = (im Q>)? = (ker N>)? = im N:











for some x 2 Rn. This means that
PNx = 0 (7)
QMx = 0: (8)






from (7). This implies that, Nx = 0, i. e., x 2 kerN.
Hence, Mx 2 M(ker N). On the other hand, (8)
yields Mx 2 ker Q = im N. Therefore, we conclude
from the hypothesis that Mx = 0. Since Nx is also
zero, (N +s1M)x = 0 for all s 2 C. However, this






Lemma 6.3 Let G(s) = D + C(sI  A)1B 2
Rmxm(s) be given. Assume that (B;C;D) satisﬁes
Assumption 4.1. Then, there exists an  > 0 such that
d(G())   for all sufﬁciently large .
Proof Note that for each J  m
GJJ(s) = (DJJ + s1CJBJ)
 [I + s2(DJJ + s1CJBJ)1CAB + :::]:
Since s2(DJJ + s1CJBJ)1 is strictly proper
due to Lemma 6.2 item 1, the second term of the righthand side is biproper. Then, it follows that for some




JJ()k  Jk(DJJ + 1CJBJ)1k  0
J
for all sufﬁciently large . Therefore, d(G())  





Next, we recall the so-called Rational Complemen-
tarity Problem (see [5] for a detailed discussion).
Problem 6.4 (RCP(x0; ˆ w(s);A;B;C;D;E)) Given
x0 2 Rn, ˆ w(s), and (A;B;C;D;E) with A 2 Rnxn,
B 2 Rnxm, C 2 Rmxn, D 2 Rmxm and E 2 Rnxp
ﬁnd ˆ u(s) 2 Rm(s) such that
1. ˆ u(s) ? ˆ y(s) for all s 2 C.
2. ˆ u()  0 and ˆ y()  0 for all sufﬁciently large
 2 R.
where
ˆ y(s) = C(sI  A)1x0 + C(sI  A)1E ˆ w(s)
+ [D + C(sI  A)1B]ˆ u(s):
For brevity of notation, we denote
RCP(x0; ˆ w(s);A;B;C;D;E) by RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)).
There is one-to-one correspondence between the
proper solutions of RCP and initial solutions of LCS
as described in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5 Consider a given matrix quintuple
(A;B;C;D;E). The following statements hold.
1. Let ˆ u(s) be a proper solution of RCP(x0; ˆ w(s))
for some x0 and strictly proper ˆ w(s). Deﬁne
ˆ x(s) and ˆ y(s) as follows
ˆ x(s) = (sI  A)1x0 + (sI  A)1Bˆ u(s)
+(sI  A)1E ˆ w(s);
ˆ y(s) = Cˆ x(s) + Dˆ u(s):
Then, the inverse Laplace transform (u;x;y)
of (ˆ u(s); ˆ x(s); ˆ y(s)) is an initial solution of
LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input w and the ini-
tial state x0 where w is the inverse Laplace
transform of ˆ w(s).
2. Let (u;x;y) be an initial solution of
LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input w and the
initial state x0 and let ˆ u(s) be the Laplace trans-
form of u. Then, ˆ u(s) solves RCP(x0; ˆ w(s))
where ˆ w(s) is the Laplace transform of w.
Proof Evident from the proof of [6, Theorem 5.3]. 
The following lemma will play the key role for the
proof of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 6.6 Consider a given matrix quintuple
(A;B;C;D;E). Suppose that (B;C;D) satisﬁes As-
sumption 4.1. Then the following statements hold.
1. RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) has a unique solution for all
x0 2 Rn and for all ˆ w(s) 2 Rp(s).
2. The unique solution of RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) is proper
for all x0 and for all strictly proper ˆ w(s). More-
over, it is strictly proper if and only if Cx0 2
K(D).
3. Let ˆ u(s) be the unique solution of
RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) for some x0 and strictly
proper ˆ w(s). Then, C(x0 + Bu0) 2 K(D)
where u0 = lims!1 ˆ u(s).
Proof 1: Since D+1CB is a P-matrix for all sufﬁ-
ciently large , D+C(I A)1B is a P-matrix for
all sufﬁciently large . Then, the statement follows
from [5, Theorem 4.1] and Lemma 3.3 item 1.
2: Let ˆ u(s) be the unique solution of
RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) for some x0 and strictly proper
ˆ w(s). Then, ˆ u() solves LCP(q();G()) for all
sufﬁciently large  where
q(s) = C(sI  A)1x0 + C(sI  A)1E ˆ w(s)
G(s) = D + C(sI  A)1B:
Note that the unique solution of LCP(0;G()) is zero
for all sufﬁciently large . Lemma 6.1, together with
Lemma 6.3, yields for some  > 0
kˆ u()k  kq()k
for all sufﬁciently large . Since q(s) is strictly
proper, this implies that for some  > 0
kˆ u()k  
for all sufﬁciently large . It follows that ˆ u(s) is
proper. It remains to prove the second statement. For
the ‘only if’ part, suppose that ˆ u(s) is stricly proper.
Let the power series expansion around inﬁnity of ˆ u(s)
and ˆ w(s) be of the form
ˆ u(s) = u1s1 + u2s2 + ::: (9a)
ˆ w(s) = w1s1 + w2s2 + ::: : (9b)
Deﬁne
ˆ y(s) = C(sI  A)1x0 + C(sI  A)1E ˆ w(s)
+ [D + C(sI  A)1B]ˆ u(s):By substituting (9) into the above equation, we get
ˆ y(s) =(Cx0 + Du1)s1
+ (CAx0 + CEw1 + CBu1)s2 + ::: :
It follows from the formulation of RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) that
u>
1 (Cx0 + Du1) = 0
u1  0 and Cx0 + Du1  0:
Consequently, LCP(Cx0;D) is solvable. In other
words, Cx0 2 K(D). To show the ‘if’ part,
suppose that Cx0 2 K(D). Let ¯ u be a solu-
tion of LCP(Cx0;D). It is clear that 1¯ u solves
LCP(1Cx0;D) for all  > 0. Then, it also
solves LCP(1Cx01C(I A)1B¯ u;G()).
Lemma 6.1 together with Lemma 6.3 gives
kˆ u()  1¯ uk  kC[(I  A)1  1I]x0
+ C(I  A)1E ˆ w() + 1C(I  A)1B¯ uk
(10)
for all sufﬁciently large . Note that for some  > 0
the last term of the righthand side is less than 2
for all sufﬁciently large . Therefore, (10) results in
kˆ u()  1¯ uk  1
for all sufﬁciently large . This implies that ˆ u(s) is
strictly proper.
3: Let the power series expansion around inﬁnity
of ˆ u(s) and ˆ w(s) be of the form
ˆ u(s) = u0 + u1s1 + u2s2 + ::: (11a)
ˆ w(s) = w1s1 + w2s2 + ::: : (11b)
Deﬁne
ˆ y(s) = C(sI  A)1x0 + C(sI  A)1E ˆ w(s)
+ [D + C(sI  A)1B]ˆ u(s):
By substituting (11) into the above equation, we get
ˆ y(s) = Du0 + (Cx0 + CBu0 + Du1)s1 + ::: :
It follows from the formulation of RCP(x0; ˆ w(s)) that
(u0+u11)>[Du0+(Cx0+CBu0+Du1)1] = 0
for all , and
u0 + u11  0
Du0 + (Cx0 + CBu0 + Du1)1  0:
for all sufﬁciently large . Hence, we can conlude
that u0+u11 solves LCP(Cx0+CBu0;D) for all
sufﬁciently large . This means that C(x0 + Bu0) 2
K(D). 
At this stage, we can state the following lemma
which concerns the local existence of solutions. Later
on, it will be used to show global existence.
Lemma 6.7 Consider a given matrix quintuple
(A;B;C;D;E). Suppose that (B;C;D) satisﬁes As-
sumption 4.1. For all w 2 PBB
p and for all initial
states x0 with Cx0 2 K(D), there exist an  > 0 and
a triple (u;x;y) 2 Bm+n+m such that the equations
˙ x = Ax + Bu + Ew + x0
y = Cx + Du
hold in the distributional sense on [0;), and for all
t 2 [0;)
0  u(t) ? y(t)  0:
Moreover, Cx() 2K(D).
Proof Since w 2 PBB
p, there exist 1 > 0 and
v 2 Bp such that wj[0;1) = vj[0;1). Let ˆ v(s)
be the Laplace transform of v. Lemma 6.6 items
1 and 2 implies that RCP(x0; ˆ v(s)) has a unique
strictly proper solution, say ˆ u(s). As a consequence
of item 1 of Lemma 6.5, we know that there exists
an initial solution (u;x;y) of LCS(A;B;C;D;E)
for the input v and the initial state x0. Note that
(u;x;y) 2 Bm+n+m since ˆ u(s) and ˆ y(s) are strictly
proper. Then, there exists an 2 > 0 such that u(t) and
y(t) are nonnegative for all t 2 [0;2) since u and y
are initially nonnegative. It is not difﬁcult to see that
 = min(1;2) and (u;x;y) satisﬁes the desired re-
quirements. Note that t 7! (u;x;y)(t + ) forms an
initial solution of LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input
t 7! v(t+) andtheinitial state x() forall  2 [0;).
Then, Lemma 6.6 item 2 implies that Cx() 2 K(D)
for all  2 [0;). Since K(D) is closed and x is con-
tinuous (even Bohl), Cx() 2 K(D) as well. 
As a ﬁnal ingredient of the proof of Theorem 4.2,
we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8 Consider a given matrix quintuple
(A;B;C;D;E). Suppose that (B;C;D) satisﬁes As-
sumption 4.1. For all K  m there exist matri-
ces F K, GK, HK and JK such that if (u;x;y) 2
BD
m+n+m satisﬁes
˙ x = Ax + Bu + Ew + x0
y = Cx + Du
yK = 0
uKc = 0
in the distributional sense for some initial state x0
then
˙ xreg = FKxreg + GKwreg
ureg = HKxreg + JKwreg
yreg = Cxreg + Dureg:
The matrices FK, GK, HK and JK only depend on
K not on the particular choice of x0.Proof Clearly, the regular part (ureg;xreg;yreg) satis-
ﬁes
˙ xreg = Axreg + Bureg + Ew (12a)
yreg = Cxreg + Dureg (12b)
0 = CKxreg + DKK(ureg)K (12c)
0 = (ureg)Kc: (12d)
From Lemma 6.2 item 1, we know that there exist ma-










are both nonsingular and QDKK = 0 since Assump-
tion 4.1 holds for (B;C;D). By premultiplying (12c)
by the ﬁrst matrix in the above equation, we get
PCKxreg + PDKK(ureg)K = 0 (13)
QCKxreg = 0: (14)
Differentiating (14) with respect to time, one gets
QCKAxreg + QCKBK(ureg)K + QCKEw = 0:
(15)

















Since the ﬁrst term of the lefthand side is nonsingu-
lar, the matrices HK and JK can be found by solv-
ing (ureg)K from (16). FK and GK can be given as
FK = A + BHK and GK = E + BJK. 
After all these preparations, we can ﬁnally prove
Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2: We show ﬁrst the existence of
a solution for given input w 2 PBB
p and initial state
x0. Since w 2 PBB
p, there exists  > 0 and v 2 Bp
such that wj[0;) = vj[0;). Lemma 6.6 items 1 and 2
imply that RCP(x0; ˆ v(s)) has a proper solution. From
Item 1 of Lemma 6.5, we can ﬁnd an initial solution
(u;x;y) of LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input v and
the initial state x0. Deﬁne
(˜ uimp; ˜ ximp; ˜ yimp) := (uimp;ximp;yimp): (17)
Properness of the solution of RCP(x0; ˆ v(s)) reveals
that uimp = u0 where u0 = lims!1 ˆ u(s). Set
x
+
0 = x0 + Bu0. It follows from Lemma 6.6 item
3 that Cx
+
0 2 K(D). For the input w and initial state
x
+
0 , let 1 > 0 and (u1;x1;y1) be such that the condi-
tions given in Lemma 6.7 hold. Note that Cx1(1) 2
K(D). Now, for the input wj[
Pk1
l=1 l;1) and initial
state xk1(k1) we can ﬁnd k > 0 and (uk;xk;yk)
be such that the conditions given in Lemma 6.7 hold
for k = 2;3;::: since Cxk1(k1) 2 K(D). For
k = 1;2;:::, deﬁne




l=0 l) = (uk;xk;yk)j[0;k)
with the convention 0 = 0. By construction, (˜ u; ˜ x; ˜ y)
is a global solution candidate. The only possibil-
ity that obstructs it being a global solution can be
that
Pk
l=0 l =  and limt" ˜ xreg(t) does not exist.
Next, we will show that this is not the case. For
brevity, we drop the subscript ‘reg’. On an interval
(;t)  [i;i+1) for some i, (˜ u; ˜ x; ˜ y) is governed
by the dynamics ˙ ˜ x = F K˜ x + GKw according to
Lemma 6.8 for some K. Since ˜ x and t 7! eF
LtGL
for L  m is continuous [0;) and w 2 PBB
p,
they are all bounded on [0;), i.e., there exists an
M > 0 such that kx(t)k  M for all t 2 [0;)
and keF
LtGLw(t)k  M for all t 2 [0;) and for
all L  m. Then, we have the following estimation
k˜ x(t)  ˜ x()k  keF







 (1 + K)Mjt  j
since the function t 7! e
FKtI
t is bounded, say by
K. Hence, for (;t)  [0;), we get from (18)
k˜ x(t)  ˜ x()k  M[max
Km
(1 + K)]jt  j:
It follows that ˜ x is Lipschitz continuous on [0;)
and thus uniformly continuous. A standard result in
mathematical analysis [9, Exercise 4.13] implies that
limt" ˜ x(t) exists. Therefore, (˜ u; ˜ x; ˜ y) is a global so-
lution of LCS(A;B;C;D;E) for the input w and the
initial state x0. The uniquness of follows from [5,
Theorem 5.21].
This section will end with the proof of Corol-
lary 4.3.
Proof of Corollary 4.3 We shall only show that As-
sumption 4.1 holds under the hypotheses of Corol-
lary 4.3. The rest follows from Theorem 4.2 and
Lemma 3.3 item 2. Since B is of full column rank,
(A;B;C) is minimal and (A;B;C;D) is passive, it
can be shown by using [1, Lemma 6.11 items 1 and 2]
that DKK is nonnegative deﬁnite and
w 6= 0; w>DKKw = 0 ) w>CKBKw > 0 (19)for any K  m. Note that from the nonnegativity of
DKK we have the following statement
w>DKKw = 0 , (DKK + D>
KK)w = 0: (20)
Suppose that
z 2 im DKK \ CKBK (ker DKK);
i. e., there exist v and w such that
z = DKKv (21)
z = CKBKw (22)
DKKw = 0: (23)
Then, (23) implies that
w>DKKw = 0: (24)
It follows from (20), (23) and (24) that
D>
KKw = 0: (25)
Note that we have
w>CKBKw = w>z = w>DKKv = 0
from (21), (22) and (25). Consequently, (19) implies
that w = 0. This means that z = 0 due to (22). There-
fore,
im DKK \ CKBK (ker DKK) = f0g: (26)
Itfollowsfrom(19)thatkerCKBKjker DKK = f0g.
Hence, dim(CKBK(kerDKK)) = dim(kerDKK).
From, (26) and the fact that
dim(ker DKK) + dim(im DKK) = jKj;
we get
im DKK  CKBK (ker DKK) = RjKj:
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